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Not too much to add to this weekend’s update. Looks like price is struggling with the 1.618x extension at SPX2462ish 

and micro-4 should be underway shortly to around the orange box. The ideal wave tracker tables from this 

weekend’s update are given below for reference, while today did not change anything regarding these price levels. 

I still expect ultimately SPX2485-2505, with likely first a pullback to around SPX2455-2445, then micro-5 to around 

SPX2475 for all of minute-iii, then a few days of sideways/down slop for minute-iv and a final rally into the target 

zone for minute-v. All should then be ideally concluded early August. That’s my forecast: we’ll follow it and adjust it 

when the market tells us to. 

Figure 1. SPX 60-min charts. Negative divergence on RIS5 likely signalling start of micro-4 of minute-iii of minor-5 

 

 

Tables 1, 2: Ideal wave tracker tables for minute and micro-waves. Blue arrows signal wave-extension targets  
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Baring any changes into the close today, we see that the RSI5 is reaching nicely good/peak OverBought conditions, 

which typically coinicide with wave three of three; in this case micro-3 of minute-iii. All TIs are poining up, no negative 

divergences anywhere, price above all SMA: still nothing bearish about this chart. And that’s all there is to it. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Break out targets SPX2485. All systems remain on buy. 
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In conclusion: The S&P500 remains on track for the preferred Bullish Count, with a micro-3 top likely close, to be 

followed by micro-4 to around SPX2550 and micro-5 to SPX2475 to complete minute-iii of minor-5 of 

intermediate-v of major-3. Minute-iv will then be a multi-day event. Ultimately, the price charts continue to point 

to PSX2485-2505 for a larger top. Today didn’t change my view at all, rather continues to strengthen it. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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